
385OPEN385HTS

The living spaces provide for all your needs, from the C-shaped settee, chaise lounge, wet bar and exte-

rior galley to the helm station. Accommodation space on the lower deck features a saloon with galley, the 

owner’s suite (fore) with a private bathroom and a double aft cabin with an additional bathroom.

OPEN

This open twin of the highly successful 385 Hts was designed for the thrill seeking and adventurous. The 

stunning exterior combines extraordinary performance with flair due to its open-deck design. Add the  ro-

omy and functional interior for a complete package. Stylish, fast and preciese – the 385 Open will meet the 

demands of the modern, discerning yacht enthusiast.

It’s a given that a Galeon yacht would have intuitive functionality and 

stunning looks, and the 385 is no exception. 

The 385 features low-cut, hull-length windows, brightening the interior of the lower deck. Skylights in the 

bow sundeck fill the master bedroom with natural light, while the flush floor on the main deck follows the 

latest trends. 

The helm station is roomy, and features a retractable roof that provides protection from the elements. Mo-

reover, the cockpit is protected from the sun and rain with a marquise that opens and retracts automatically. 

Fit a sizeable tender or personal watercraft in the new hydraulic garage system – it comes standard.



A great sensation of speed is constantly present in the Open variantA large, extended bath platform of the 385 Hts

The glass sunroof will open automatically



405HTL

405 Htl is one of the best handling yachts in this segmentExtended roof and platform comes standard on the 405 Htl

Galeon 405 Htl improves on the 385 model by adding a larger roof over the cockpit area as well as an extended bath platform. The 

bigger roof provides extra protection from the elements, and allows for a larger sunroof over the helmstation. Those changes improve 

on an already spectacular yacht as they do not hinder the performance nor the overall design of this sporty model.

Down below, the interior layout matches the one found on the 385 with two cabins and a comfortable saloon. Guest will also find two 

bathrooms with showers to use at their convenience. Several interior designs are available, allowing for a full customisation of the 

yacht. With those welcomed additions none will be left wanting.



385/405
Twin beds can slide together to form a doubleThe guest cabin with en-suite bathroom

Forward owner’s cabin with double bedRoof panels brighten the saloon

A comfortable saloon with galley is moved 
down below



385/405
Main bathroom complete with head and showerGuest’s quarters hold a bathroom

Double owner’s bed in bow cabinDinette with a fold-out table

Find a spacious saloon with galley and two 
cabins down below



A large sundeck occupies the cockpit areaThe Galeon 405 Htl looks spectacular even when standing still

The helm gives total command of the yacht



385OPEN/ 385HTS/ 405HTL UNMATCHED 
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The garage will fit a large tender and comes standardA hydraulic platform for water paraphernalia 

The extended roof protects the cockpit settee from the elementsWindshield,made from a single sheet of glass, provides excellent visibility

L A Y O U T S T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O N

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max. (canoe body)

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Mass of Light Craft Condition

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

*385 extended stern platform

**385 extended stern platform / 405 Htl standard platform


